
85ro wrist snap part. The 15ro arn1 and shoulder sweep
part is not so valuable. ,Vhen I inquired of one of the
longest drivers in the world, the secret of his phenomenal
distance, he answered: "The shortness of ITIyfollow thru."
At first I did not understand him, so I watched him
closely. We were playing an exhibition ITIatchand a few
holes further on I asked him how I could get more dis-
tance. He replied, "Shorten your swing and put more
\vrist snap into it." I did some thinking, and after a care-
ful study of my own swing I found that I was over-swing-
ing due to too much arm sweep. I discovered that in
order to increase the wrist snap in ITIystroke, I had to
reduce my arm sweep. In other words, I could not have
a swing that was 85ro wrist action and 85% arm actio.n.
By reducing the percentage of arm action I automatically
increased the percentage of wrist action and got a 'wrist
snap hit in place of a slow anTIswing sweep.

In almost every case where golf students COlTIeto 111.C

to get greater distance, I find that weak wrists is the
trouble, tho' very often it is SiITIplythat the wrists are
not being used; the strength lnay be there but is not
being applied.

It has been said that the power which drives a golf
ball is centrifugal force. It is not centrifugal force. It
is an accumulation of speed produced by the rotaTy ltlO-
tion o~three levers: the left shoulder, left arm, and clnb.

Oentrifugal force is generated by the swing, but it
is not the force which drives the ball. Oentrifugal force
is a force proceeding outward fron1 the center of rotary
n10tion. At the mOlTIentof ilTIpact, centrifugal force is
directed downward and at right angles to the flight of



the ball. A force which is directed at right angles to the
flight of the ball cannot drive the ball.

A golf club is a lever. The force which drives the
levers comes from the right side of the player's body and
is delivered to the club thru the player's right hand. The
left hand is the fulcrum against which the right hand
strikes. The shoulders and rest of the body are the foull-
dation from which the anTIS and wrists work, the arm
and shoulder actions are lTIere accessories to the wrists.
The body carries the brunt of the load as does the con-
crete foundation under a stationary gas engine. 11H~
wrists are the main speed producers. The arms and
shoulders, even when working to their utmost, are quite
incapable of generating a speed anything like that of
which the wrists are capable. So make quite sure of
getting lOOro action out of the wrists.



This picture was taken with a high speed camera, yet the speed of the
club was so great as to leave a 6-foot blurred image on the

plate in so short a duration of exposure
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